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ABSTRACT
Automatic approaches to key discovery on RDF datasets generate
sets of discriminative properties that can be used to configure data
linking systems relying on link specifications. These keys often
come in large numbers, generated independently for two datasets to
be linked, lacking an assessment of their usefulness for the linking
task. We propose a novel generic algorithm for selecting keys, valid
in two datasets, and ranking them with respect to their individual likelihood to generate identity links. In addition, we explore
the combined use of several complementary keys improving their
individual performance. We evaluate our approach on diverse synthetic and real-world benchmark data, showing its robustness with
respect to different linking tools and domains.
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INTRODUCTION

The number and diversity of RDF datasets published as linked open
data on the web has been continuously growing during the past
couple of years. The Web of Data project, in its fullness, supposes
the binding of these datasets in a dense network of entity links—a
premise that remains a challenge to date for the vast majority of
resources. Particularly, establishing identity links across dataset
entities, commonly given in the form of owl:sameAs statements,
is crucial for the realization of this project, promising to enable
interoperability and facilitate the access to richer and more diversified information. At the web data scale, it is hard to imagine
performing this task manually. Therefore, a number of data linking
(instance/entity matching or link discovery) tools have been developed and made available to the communities of data practitioners
and researchers [9].
The data linking pipeline that many of these tools implement
[7, 12] begins by the (often manual) selection of a set of properties
to be compared, as a part of a configuration protocol comprising
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the tuning of other parameters, such as similarity measures on
literals and thresholds. In order to facilitate the discovery of discriminant properties, automatic key detection algorithms can be
applied [3, 16, 17]. However, these algorithms commonly operate
on a single dataset, thus not accounting for the potential commonalities or differences of the two (or more) datasets to be linked. More
importantly, they often return a very large number of keys, reaching on certain data several hundreds, with no intuition provided
about their individual usefulness for the data linking task at hand.
In light of the above, we propose a generic approach, implemented in the system KeyRanker, that stands between the key
discovery and the data linking processes, attempting to bridge the
two. Given a set of keys generated by a key discovery system on two
RDF datasets, we rank these keys so as to favor those most likely to
produce identity links between the datasets. The ranks correspond
to the individual likelihood of each key to produce links when used
in a link specification file of a system such as SILK [7] or LIMES
[12]. In that process, both datasets are processed simultaneously
to ensure the applicability of the keys on the two datasets (and
hence their usefulness for the linking task). Our method represents
instances by using their Concise Bounded Descriptions,1 exploring
information found on different depths of the graphs. This allows
to efficiently handle object properties having URI values, which
bypasses a major shortcoming of key discovery tools. We take into
account various data heterogeneities at the key selection step by
exploring partial similarity of string literals. KeyRanker is a generic
tool, independent both on the used key discovery or data linking
systems and on the data.
Additionally and separately, we propose a method allowing for
the combination of a selected subset of keys that, applied together,
increases the number of discovered correct links. To this end, we
introduce and apply the notion of key complementarity.
We evaluate our approaches on diversified data coming from
different Instance Matching tracks of the Ontology Alignment
Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) 2010 and 2016,2 as well as on realworld data about classical music. To ensure reproducibility, all
used experimental data are referred to or made available and an
executable version of our system is provided for download from
https://github.com/HFarah/KEYRANKER-2017.
We would like to draw the reader’s attention to the fact that
this paper attempts to resolve the same problem as previous work
of two of the co-authors [1]. Do note that the approach presented
here is substantially different from the one in [1] and the obtained
results are considerably improved. In order to avoid any ambiguity,
we explicitly outline the differences between the two frameworks
and we confront them experimentally in Section 5.1.

1 https://www.w3.org/Submission/CBD/
2 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org
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In the sequel, we review related work in comparison to our
approach and then we introduce in detail KeyRanker. We evaluate
the algorithm and discuss the obtained results before we conclude.

2

RELATED WORK

Providing correct owl:sameAs links across RDF graphs is a challenging task due to the volume and the multiple forms of heterogeneity
of the data. Many approaches have been proposed in the past years,
recently surveyed in [9]. We consider our work related to certain
groups of sub-problems of the linking task, described below.
Several of the most commonly used linking tools [7, 8, 12] require
previous knowledge provided by either a user or another tool in
order to proceed to the linking task. This knowledge is expressed
in the form of linking rules, describing under which conditions
two instances should be compared and linked. Linking rules are
composed of various parameters such as (1) the types of instances to
compare (with certain exceptions like [14], which relies on ontology
matching techniques to identify equivalent classes), (2) the sets of
properties to compare, (3) the similarity measure(s) used to compare
the values of these properties along with their thresholds, and (4)
the aggregation functions allowing to combine these measures.
Setting these parameters can be very challenging, even for experts.
Different approaches, that we consider related or complimentary
to ours, have been introduced to assist this process.
Property Set Selection. Intuitively, instances having common values for highly discriminant sets of properties, usually referred to as
keys, are likely to be representing the same real-world objects. While
many approaches to automatic key discovery from RDF data exist [2, 3, 15–19], their use for linking is not always straight-forward.
Most of these tools produce large numbers of keys valid on a single
dataset (with the exception of [2, 15]) with no assessment given of
their likelihood to discover links. These systems do not consider the
heterogeneity of the properties used to describe instances across
datasets, which compromises the usefulness of the keys for the
linking task.
Key Ranking. With the notable exception of [1], we are not aware
of other approaches that allow to produce a list of keys, valid on
two datasets and ranked with respect to their usefulness for the
data linking task. In this work, the authors propose a selection and
ranking algorithm using a support-based measure that takes into
account the distribution of the generated keys. This measure favors
keys that are valid for a maximum number of instances, assuming
that a frequent key has more chances to produce links. However, the
obtained results showed that the top-ranked key does not guarantee
the best performance and thus fails to support the premises of
the approach. Additionally, key identification exploits only the
value of the literals and the URIs of resources directly connected
to the resources to be linked. On the one hand, this information
is insufficient because a precise description of a resource can use
information that is at a greater depth. On the other hand, using
URIs in the key identification process can result in invalid keys in
the likely case of datasets using different vocabularies.
Automatic Link Specification. Several link specification algorithms, mostly based on machine learning techniques, have been
introduced to automatically tune parameters such as similarity measures and thresholds. We cite FEBRL [4], an extension of SILK [6],
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RAVEN [10], EAGLE [11], or the genetic algorithms-based approach
described in [13]. Contrarily to key discovery methods, these approaches mainly focus on the automatic selection, combination and
tuning of similarity measures to apply on the values of comparable
properties. The identification of properties to compare is done by
matching algorithms and no key computation is implied in this
process. The efficiency of these algorithms can be improved if the
system knows on which properties and on what types of values
the similarity measures will be applied. In that line of thought, [5]
propose a genetic algorithm-based approach for discovering link
specifications, including discriminative properties, as a part of a
thorough data linking processing chain. This approach proceeds in
a supervised manner, necessitating a set of already correct links to
produce linking rules.
Positioning. Our method suggests to unlock the potential of keybased techniques by providing the user a list of ranked keys valid on
a set of datasets, well-suited to a particular instance matching task.
While [2, 15] also address the discovery of keys for a set of datasets,
they propose no strategy to sort these keys, which does not allow
to effectively decide on the use of one key as opposed to another. In
addition, the output of [15] is used in their customized data linking
system, whereas KeyRanker is generic and can be applied with
tools like SILK and LIMES.
As compared to automatic link specification algorithms, our
approach can be seen as complementary: we focus on the identification of a limited set of properties that can be used to effectively
link datasets, while leaving the choice of the similarity measures,
their combination and tuning to the user, or to the auto-configuring
link specification methods given above. With regard to [5], a direct comparison appears to be difficult. In our case, we produce
(ranked) discriminating properties after a fixed data preprocessing
protocol; these properties can be exploited in the way decided by
the user, while in their case a full linking recipe is produced. What
is evaluated in [5] is the linking quality, while what we evaluate
in this work is the quality of each key with respect to the linking
task, regardless of the data linking tool used.
Regarding the internals of the linking systems SILK and LIMES,
if several combinations of properties are explored, the links to be
retained depend on the aggregation or selection functions previously set in the configuration files (the keys are thus not ranked,
but their respective values similarity scores are aggregated).
We pay particular attention to disambiguating the current approach and the one in [1], since they attempt to solve the same problem, in addition to being developed by cross-groups of co-authors.
We therefore dedicate a separate section (5.1) to the methodological
comparison of the two, showing that they are based on different
paradigms. The two approaches are then confronted experimentally
to demonstrate the achieved improvement.

3

PRELIMINARIES

RDF (Resource Description Framework) is a data model used to
describe statements about resources, in the form of triples <subject, property, object> (denoted <s, p, v>). For example <Victo_Hugo,
hasWritten, Les_Miserables> states that Victo_Hugo is the writer
of Les_Miserables. In this work, we consider RDF data conforming
to an OWL (Ontology Web Language) ontology O. An ontology
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Figure 1: Key ranking support: an example.
can be represented as a tuple of the form (SC, SP, SA) where SC is
the set of classes in the ontology, SP the set of properties and SA
the set of axioms. We assume that an RDF dataset is composed of
instances of a class C in SC.
The OWL2 axiom HasKey(CE(ope 1 ...opem )(dpe 1 ...dpen )) states
that each named instance of the class expression CE is uniquely
identified by the object property expressions opei and the data
property expressions dpe j .3 If two named instances of the class
expression coincide on values for each of the key properties, then
these individuals are the same.
Let DS S and DST denote a source and a target RDF dataset,
respectively, both described by an ontology O and containing instances of the class C ∈ O. We denote P the set of their common
properties. We begin by providing novel definitions that are necessary for the application of our approach. We use Figure 1 as an
illustration.
Definition 3.1 (Key instantiation). Let K = {p1 , ..., pn } ∈ P be
a key on a dataset DS. An instantiation of K for a given subject
s ∈ DS is defined as the set of triples I (K, s, DS ) = {< s, p, v >| p ∈
K, < s, p, v >∈ DS }, where each p ∈ P appears in at most one triple
of I (K, s, DS ) and v is in the set of objects of DS.
The values of the properties in an instantiation are called instantiation values, while the subject of the triples is called instantiation
subject. Since properties in our context can be multivalued, and a
key instantiation allows the presence of a property only once for a
given subject, different key instantiations can exist for that subject
(in what follows, we will disambiguate these by a lower index). The
set of all instantiations of K on DS is denoted by I (K, DS ).
Example 3.2. Let us consider the dataset DS S given in Figure 1.
The key K = { : name, : practices} has two instantiations for the
instance r 1 ∈ DS S :
I (K, r 1, DS S )1 = {< r 1, : name, ‘Steve Cooper’ >, < r 1, : practices, ‘Football’ > }
I (K, r 1, DS S )2 = {< r 1, : name, ‘Steve Cooper’ >, < r 1, : practices, ‘Handball’ > }.

Definition 3.3 (Key instantiation similarity). Two instantiations
I (K, ·, ·)1 and I (K, ·, ·)2 of a given key are said to be similar if there
is a partial or a perfect string similarity between the instantiation
values of corresponding properties, assessed by a string similarity
measure of some kind. We denote I (K, ·, ·)1 ≃ I (K, ·, ·)2 .
We consider two strings perfectly similar when equal while partial
similar when they have a degree of similarity. Exploring partial
3 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-new-features

similarities alongside perfect ones allows to consider possible data
heterogeneities.
Definition 3.4 (Concordance). Concordance is a function that assigns to each key instantiation from the source dataset the set of instantiations of that same key from the target dataset that are similar
to it, denoted Conc DST (X ∈ I (K, DS S )) = {Y ∈ I (K, DST ) | Y ≃ X }.
Example 3.5. Consider the key K = {: name, : practices} and
the key instantiations:
I (K, r 3, DS S )1 = {< r 3, : name, ‘Kevin Brown’ >, < r 3, : practices, ‘Handball’ > }
I (K, r 3′, DST )1 = {< r 3′, : name, ‘Kevin Brown’ >, < r 3′, : practices, ‘Handball’ > }

The two instantiations are considered similar since there is a perfect
string similarity between their instantiation values for each key
property. Thus, Conc DST (I (K, r 3 , DS S )1 ) = {I (K, r 3′ , DST )1 }.
The concordance function allows to assign to each key a ranking
support that represents the number of source instances that have
at least one corresponding resource in the target dataset, i.e., one
with a similar instantiation of that key. Intuitively, keys that tend
to share values for more instances in the source and target datasets
will be considered as more important in the linking task.
Definition 3.6 (Key ranking support). The ranking support of a
key K = {p1 , ..., pn } ∈ P is defined as
RS (K ) = |Distinct ({s ∈ DS S | Conc DST (I (K, s, DS S ) · ) , ∅})|.
The ranking support is the number of instances in a source dataset
that share values for all the key properties with at least one instance
in the target dataset. The dot in the lower index of I (K, s, DS S )
stands for the possibly multiple instantiations of K for a single
resource s.
Example 3.7. In our running example, the ranking support of the
key K is two, since there exist two distinct instances of the source
dataset DS S (r 1 and r 3 appearing in gray in Figure 1) that share
values with instances of the target dataset DST .

4

THE KEYRANKER APPROACH

We proceed to describe our key ranking approach, along with a
method to combine complementary keys improving the linking
quality. We begin by introducing definitions and notation.

4.1

Key Identification and Ranking

Assumptions. Suppose we have two datasets DS S and DST that
are rewritten using only the set of their common properties. The
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Figure 2: Processing pipeline for key ranking. The KeyRanker core workflow is given in the middle box.
use of common properties is intended to guarantee the discovery of
valid keys on both datasets. If the datasets use different ontologies,
an ontology alignment step can take place, using a dedicated tool.
Note that this is an optional, external to our system component and
KeyRanker will not be directly impacted in the absence of property
alignment, but the discovered keys might be of little use for linking.
Our approach is implemented in a processing pipeline depicted in
Figure 2. We will go through the components of this pipeline.
Data Cleaning. In order to harmonize data by reducing certain
trivial forms of terminological and structural heterogeneities between the explored datasets, a data cleaning step takes place. Here,
different strategies, such as downcasing, eliminating special characters, alphabetical reordering of the tokens of a literal are applied
depending on the nature of the data.
Data Transformation. Existing key discovery algorithms do not
make distinction between object properties and data type properties, treating URIs in the same way as literals (i.e., as strings).
Clearly, different URIs may refer to the same real world object,
thus seeing URIs as simple strings can lead to undesired results.
In order to render data compatible with this limitation without
loss of information, we propose a rewriting scheme, based on the
Concise Bounded Descriptions (CBD)4 of resources, as shown in
Figure 3. Given a particular node in an RDF graph, a CBD is a subgraph consisting of those statements, which together constitute
a focused body of knowledge about the resource denoted by that
particular node. In addition to the CBDs of resources to be linked,
we explore the CBDs of their neighboring resources to retrieve the
literals located at a predetermined exploration depth in the RDF
graph, denoted by EDepth. According to the EDepth value, the data
are then rewritten by replacing the chains of properties between
the resources and the literals by artificial properties.
Automatic Key Identification. Once the data transformed, we
apply an external to KeyRanker automatic key identification algorithm on each of the two datasets to be linked. We use SAKey [17],
conforming to the OWL2 semantics. This choice is in line with the
W3C standards and allows to respect the same semantics as the
data linking tools we use. The obtained keys are then merged in
order to generate valid keys on both datasets (see [15] for details).
Key Ranking. Once a set of valid keys for both datasets is obtained,
we proceed to the key ranking step, relying on the concordance
criterion introduced in Section ??. For a given key, we first extract
only the data related to its instantiations in our datasets. The values
of each property composing this key are indexed and transformed
4 https://www.w3.org/Submission/CBD

into a vector representation. The projection space of these vectors
is formed by the different textual entities recovered over the set of
values of each property. Next, we look for similarities between the
vector representations, which comes down to a classical information retrieval problem using cosine similarity between query and
document vectors.
Example 4.1. The instantiation values of the property :name in
Figure 1 will be translated to vector representations in a vector
space E having B={Brown, Cooper, John, Kevin, Steve} as a base.
In order to evaluate the similarities of the instantiations for a
given key, we use a two level restriction. At first, for every property
participating in the key, we compare all pairs of instances in the two
datasets, and retain only those whose similarity for every property
exceeds a given threshold, denoted as P-Threshold. All the pairs of
instances not fulfilling this criterion are eliminated. Additionally,
for two instances to be considered similar, the aggregation of the
similarity scores of all the properties of a key should exceed a
threshold, denoted as K-Threshold. The ranking support of a key is
the number of different instances belonging to the source dataset
appearing on the final set of pairs of instances. To illustrate this
idea, we provide an example.
Example 4.2. Let DS S = {r 1 , r 2 }, DST = {r 1′ , r 2′ }, K = {p1 , p2 } ⊆ P,
P-Threshold = 0.7 and K-Threshold=0.85. We denote (s, s ′, Score)
the pair of compared instances, with s ∈ DS S and s ′ ∈ DST , having
Score as string similarity score.
P-Threshold calculation
Instance similarities for p1 = {(r 1, r 1′, 0.9), (r 1, r 2′, 0.7), (r 2, r 1′, 0.4), (r 2, r 2′, 0.80) }
Pairs of similar instances for p1 = {(r 1, r 1′, 0.9), (r 1, r 2′, 0.7), (r 2, r 2′, 0.8) }
Pairs of instances retained = {(r 1, r 1′, 0.9), (r 1, r 2′, 0.7), (r 2, r 2′, 0.8) }

Figure 3: Data rewriting using CBDs.
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Instance similarities for p2 = {(r 1, r 1′, 0.95), (r 1, r 2′, 0.2), (r 2, r 1′, 0.75), (r 2, r 2′, 0.74) }
Pairs of similar instances for p2 = {(r 1, r 1′, 0.95), (r 2, r 1′, 0.75), (r 2, r 2′, 0.74) }
Pairs of instances retained = {(r 1, r 1′, (0.95 + 0.9)), (r 2, r 2′, (0.8 + 0.74)) }

K-Threshold calculation

Final pairs of instances = {(r 1, r 1′,

4.2

1.85
|K | ) }

=⇒ RS (K ) = 1

Combining Complementary Keys

Intuitively, merging the sets of identity links produced by several
top ranked keys yields a larger set of identity links, containing
more links than any of the sets produced by each of these keys
individually. However, different top ranked keys may lead to similar
sets of links when combined due to set inclusion. Based on that observation, we introduce the notion of key complementarity. Instead
of combining keys with highest ranks, we combine complementary
keys to cover a maximum number of links. This is an optional step
that may be applied to enlarge the output link set (Fig. 2, step 5).
Definition 4.3 (Key Complementarity). Let us consider for each
key the set of instances of the source dataset that are subjects of
instantiations having non-empty Concordance. We say that two
keys are complementary if none of their respective sets of instances
complying with this criterion is a subset of the other.
Since the first key is the one that covers the largest set of instances, it will always belong to the combined set of keys. Also,
its instance set will be the core of the global set that covers the
maximum number of source instances. Recursively, we iterate over
all the instance sets of the remaining keys in the rank order. For
each instance set we suppress its intersection with the global set to
retain only the complementary instances. If an instance set is empty
then the relevant key will be discarded since its coverage is already
included in the global set. At the end, we add to the combined keys
the best ranked key that offers a better complementarity of the
global set. This process continues as long as the global set has not
covered all the source instances and as long as there are keys that
propose a complementarity of the global set.

5

EVALUATION AND RESULTS

The current section aims to demonstrate both the effectiveness of
our key ranking algorithm and its supremacy over [1]. In addition,
we show the impact of similarity threshold variations, as well as
the improvement of the data linking results achieved by combing
appropriately selected complementary keys.
Benchmark Data. We use the following datasets.
• PERSON Benchmark of the Instance Matching track of OAEI
2010:5 synthetic data containing two datasets, each composed of
500 instances.
• SPIMBENCH SANDBOX benchmark of OAEI 2016:6 a synthetic
benchmark of approximately 380 instances.
• DOREMUS: two real-world benchmarks, based on data from
the DOREMUS project7 describing musical works from the catalogs
of two French institutions, La Bibliothèque Nationale de France
(BnF) and La Philharmonie de Paris (PP).8 A version of these data
5 http://islab.di.unimi.it/content/im_oaei/2010/
6 http://islab.di.unimi.it/content/im_oaei/2016/
7 http://www.doremus.org
8 https://github.com/DOREMUS-ANR/doremus-playground
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is part of the OAEI 2017 challenge. This dataset contains two subbenchmarks.
– DOREMUS DS-FP consists of a pair of datasets containing each
33 musical works. This benchmark has been designed by experts to
challenge the linking tools capacity to avoid the generation of false
positives and match correctly instances in the presence of highly
similar but still distinct candidates.
– DOREMUS DS-HT contains two datasets to be linked with
238 musical works each, which are highly heterogeneous in their
descriptions. This dataset has been designed by experts to determine
whether the tools are able to cope with these heterogeneities.
In each benchmark, both datasets conform to the same ontology.
Experimental Setting. We proceed as follows. We start by key
identification and ranking of the merged keys on a given benchmark.
These keys are then used individually and one after another for
data linking (as a part of a configuration of a link specification
file) starting from the key with the highest rank. We have used the
linking tools SILK [7] and LIMES [12], ensuring the independence
of the results on the used system. Since the results obtained with
the two systems are analogical, we mainly report those obtained
by using SILK. The efficiency of a key is then evaluated according
to the quality of the resulting instance matching. Let us recall
that KeyRanker is not a linking tool, its objective is to sort the
keys proposed by automatic key discovery tools according to their
usefulness for producing links by using dedicated tools. Therefore, it
is not SILK or LIMES, nor the key-discovery tools that are evaluated
here, but the quality of the ranking given by KeyRanker. Hence,
we would like to observe monotonic descending curves relating
the keys (on the x-axis) and their corresponding F-measures (yaxis), produced when these keys are used for linking—the higher
the rank of a key, the greater its corresponding F-measure. All our
experimental results, along with the data used, are made available
under https://github.com/HFarah/KEYRANK-2017.
Complexity and scalability. All experiments were run on Intel
Core i7-5500U @2.40GHZ-6Go RAM. As KeyRanker is an intermediate tool applied between key generation and data linking,
evaluating its scalability is tangled with the scalability of these
two steps. SILK (v2.6.1) does not scale well on very large datasets
and numerous keys. Even if a ranked list of keys is provided, it is
likely that the linking part will not terminate in reasonable time.
As an example, on SPIMBENCH, containing 18854 triples with 290
generated keys, the key ranking alone took 44.931 ms, while the
execution of SILK—2.816.624 ms. The complexity of KeyRanker
taken alone inherits the polynomial complexity of the information
retrieval techniques it uses.

5.1

KeyRanker vs. Achichi et al. [1]

Before we confront the two approaches experimentally, let us provide a detailed comparison of their methodologies (cf. Table 1).
While both approaches take keys discovered in each dataset separately before applying a common merge operation to obtain keys
valid on a set of datasets, KeyRanker introduces a series of pretreatments and data rewriting schemes and provides a novel, more
sophisticated ranking strategy, ensuring the improvement of the
quality of the ranking. While [1] does not make a distinction between URIs and literals in the key selection step, KeyRanker constructs a rich description of the resources to be linked, by exploiting
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EDepth

Comparative aspects
URI and literal distinction
Depth of description information
Data preprocessing and rewriting
Key ranking support
Complementarity method

KeyRanker
Yes
Variable(n)
Yes
Key values
Yes

Achichi et al. [1]
No
Fixed(1)
No
Key frequencies
No

2

3

Table 1: KeyRanker vs. Achichi et al. [1].

Key

K 1=[{:dateModified}, {:about/:name}]
K 2=[{:dateCreated}, {:about/:name}]
K 3=[{:dateCreated}, {:about/:comment}]
K 4=[{:dateModified}, {:about/:comment}]
K 1=[{:primaryContentOf/:ProductType/:comment}, {:dateCreated}]
K 2=[{:primaryContentOf/:ProductType/:comment}, {:dateModified}]
K 3=[{:primaryContentOf/:ProductType/:caption}, {:dateCreated}]
K 4=[{:primaryContentOf/:ProductType/:caption}, {:dateModified}]

F-measure
0.34
0.34
0.32
0.32
0.6
0.6
0.58
0.58

Table 2: Top-4 keys compared for EDepth=2 and EDepth=3.
literal values found at different depths of the RDF graph, using the
notion of CBDs. In this way, KeyRanker avoids to identify as distinct,
different URIs that may refer to the same real world object, or share
values for the same properties. Taking into account the inadequacy
of the key frequency as a ranking criterion, KeyRanker introduces a
new notion of key support based on values and value similarities, allowing to consider potential data heterogeneities. Both approaches
propose strategies to combine keys from the ranked list. Achichi
et al. [1] rely on the top-k ranked keys and analyze the impact
of the choice of k. In contrast, we exploit the complementarity
of keys in terms of the instance sets they cover, selecting keys of
non-consecutive ranks, which improves the results of [1].
In order to keep a platform favorable to the comparison with
[1], in the remainder of the subsection linking tools use only strict
equality to compare literal values. No similarity measures are taken
into consideration in this step. Finally, to ensure that the set of
keys to be ranked is the same for both approaches, we apply all
pretreatments on the data prior to ranking.
Results on the Synthetic Benchmarks of OAEI. The first experiment has been carried out on the PERSON Benchmark of OAEI
2010. In this setting, the exploration depth EDepth has been set to
2. 18 merged keys have been discovered and exploited to link the
two datasets using the tool SILK.
As we can see in Figure 4a, the ranking strategy of our approach
succeeds in predicting the linking quality of the discovered keys.
The four top-ranked keys using our approach are:
(1) K1: {soc_sec_id}
(2) K2: {phone_number}
(3) K3: {(has_address/postcode),given_name}
(4) K4: {(has_address/postcode),(has_address/street)}
Note that keys K3 and K4 are composed of artificial properties.
These results show the significance of rewriting the data to retrieve
useful information describing the resources from different depths
of the RDF graph.
Figure 4b shows that [1] did not manage to classify the keys
correctly, leading to a rocking curve of the F-measure. Note also
that the key {phone_number}, ranked 2nd by KeyRanker, has been
ranked 9th. We observe that the frequency of a key in the data, used
as a quality measure in [1], is not a reliable linking criterion, since
keys with lower support can produce more links.
Our second experiment has been conducted on two datasets
containing instances of the class BlogPost from the SPIMBENCH
SANDBOX benchmark of OAEI 2016. In this evaluation, we demonstrate the impact of the variation of the graph exploration depth. Figures 5 and 6 report results obtained using EDepth=2 and EDepth=3,
respectively.
The results consolidate the conclusions of the first experiment
and show that our approach outperforms [1]. We observe minor

flaws on the F-measure curves of KeyRanker, due to false positives
caused by instances that are not identical but share values of the
key properties. Their monotonic aspect, however, remains globally
preserved.
Concerning the exploration depth variation, these results show
the impact of this parameter on the number and quality of the
discovered keys. On one hand, the increase of the exploration depth
almost quadrupled the number of discovered keys from 81 to 290.
This important number of discovered keys perfectly illustrates the
value of automatic key ranking in the case of large volumes of
data. On the other hand, the increase in exploration depth has
made it possible to recover more discriminating information and
consequently discovered new important keys. Table 2 presents for
each exploration depth the four best keys using KeyRanker as well
as their respective F-measure produced by SILK. Overall, we state
that the key sets are disjoint and that the linking performance has
improved considerably by comparing the keys of the same rank.
Results on Real-world Data. Figure 7 shows our results on the
DOREMUS DS-FP data confirming both the quality of the performance of KeyRanker and its supremacy as compared to [1]. Note
that the top 4 keys produced by the latter are unable to generate any
identity links. The evaluation of KeyRanker on DOREMUS DS-HT
is shown in Figure 8, leading to a similar conclusion. Note that on
these data, the two most frequent keys were also the most efficient
ones, which explains why [1] was able to rank them correctly.

5.2

Key Ranking Allowing Partial Similarity

Recall that our approach explores similarities between key instantiations. Taking into account the data heterogeneity, we cannot
restrict ourselves to perfect matches. Although we try to reduce
some forms of trivial heterogeneities, other more complex forms
persist. At this stage, we focus on dealing with terminological heterogeneity by applying string similarity measures.
Through this experiment, we have studied the ranking behavior as a function of the relaxation of the constraint of similarity
between the instantiations of a key. For this purpose, we adopt a
constant similarity threshold to compare the instantiation values
per property (P-Threshold=0.5) and we test the decrease of the
global similarity threshold (K-Threshold). We set EDepth=2 and we
use both linking tools SILK and LIMES. Four different K-Thresholds,
have been used to compare string values, as shown in Figure 9, verifying the hypothesis that reducing the similarity threshold alters
the key ranking and improves the linking quality. For example, the
key in the 7th rank for K-Threshold=0.9 is raised to the 4th rank
for K-Threshold=0.8.

5.3

Combining Complementary Keys

We close this section by reporting on the results of our complementary key selection approach, applied to all the benchmark datasets
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Figure 4: Results on the PERSON Benchmark using SILK. EDepth=2

(a) KeyRanker

(b) Achichi et al. [1]

Figure 5: Results on SPIMBENCH SANDBOX using SILK. EDepth=2.

(a) KeyRanker

(b) Achichi et al. [1]

Figure 6: Results on SPIMBENCH SANDBOX using SILK. EDepth=3.
Dataset
PERSON
SPIMBENCH
DOREMUS DS-FP
DOREMUS DS-HT

Nmb. of discovered keys
18
81
20
20

Combined keys
{ K 1, K 3}
{ K 1, K 3, K 5}
{ K 1, K 2, K 4}
{K 1,K 2,K 3,K 4,K 5,K 7}

F-measure Combined Keys
1
0.65
0.63
0.63

F-measure All Keys
1
0.65
0.63
0.63

F-measure K 1
0.97
0.34
0.38
0.44

Table 3: Complementary keys selection results using SILK. EDepth=2, P-Threshold=1, K-Threshold=1
used in our experiments. We set EDepth=2 and we use only perfect
instantiation matches with SILK. Table 3 summarizes the results
obtained on each benchmark, comparing the performance of the
combined set of complimentary keys to that of all keys and to the
top ranked key alone. We note that the combined complementary
keys achieve the maximum performance in linking compared first
to the use of all keys and second to the top 1 key (K1). Note that
complementary keys are not necessarily of successive ranks, which
perfectly illustrates the premises of our complementarity method.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Key identification approaches, proposed to facilitate the data linking task, are in most of the cases not directly applicable to this task.

More precisely, most of these approaches do not generate keys valid
for a pair of datasets to be linked, nor do they provide a ranking of
the discovered keys with respect to the data linking task. In turn,
this hinders the ability of both linking tools and users to select the
most appropriate sets of properties for the linking system configuration. In an attempt to close this gap, we propose KeyRanker,
a key selection and ranking tool assisting link specification. We
extend KeyRanker to propose a combination of complementary
keys that improves the linking quality. In a series of diversified
experiments, we demonstrate the high performance of KeyRanker
and its supremacy over its only known competitor.
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(a) KeyRanker
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Figure 7: Results on the DS-FP dataset using SILK. EDepth=2.

(a) KeyRanker

(b) Achichi et al. [1]

Figure 8: Results on the DS-HT dataset using SILK. EDepth=2.

(a) Using LIMES

(b) Using SILK

Figure 9: Results on DS-HT using LIMES and SILK. EDepth=2, P-Threshold=0.5 and K-Threshold=[0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6] (Ki differs
depending on the K-Threshold)
In the future, we plan to further improve the exploration of key
instantiation similarities in order to support different types of data
heterogeneities in the ranking process.
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